FULLY AUTOMATED HANDLING AND WAREHOUSE SYSTEM
SPECIFIC FOR GREEN TIRE PRODUCTION

The high performance levels that may be achieved, in terms of the use of intensive storage areas usually justify the implementation of automated warehouses. Moreover, the greater loading and handling potential, as compared to manual storage systems, make these systems indispensable in the specific industrial contexts of green tire production.

Our TIREmove is a complete system of handling and storage that ensures the total material flow control with comprehensive tire data tracking. We offer comprehensive automation technology for tire manufacturers, providing total control of the material flow and precise real-time data for production and inventory management.

The system TIREmove optimizes throughput by performing a dynamic use of the available space. The entire production process is fully automated and each tire can be tracked all the way. Maximum speed and maximum efficiency.
60,000 m² in 5 plants (Italy, Brazil and Poland)